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Abstract Channel assignment problems in multi-radio wi-
reless mesh networks (WMNs) have been shown to be
NP-hard in various scenarios in the literature. By far, most
of research efforts have focused on developing efficient ap-
proximation algorithms that run reasonably fast and pro-
vide good quality channel assignment rather than the opti-
mal one. However, from the practical network design and
deployment standpoint, engineers care more about whether
it is feasible to optimally assign channels in the simplest
way (i.e., exhaustive search), as most of existing commercial
WMNs are of small/medium scale. In this paper, we attempt
to answer this practical question. We study the complexity
of general channel assignment problems with certain basic
and common properties. The results show that the complex-
ity in terms of the number of different possible assignments
is exponential in the number of wireless links. Furthermore,
we estimate the theoretical runtime of determining the opti-
mal channel assignment by exhaustive search and validate it
through experiments. We show that, given certain computing
power (e.g., an off-the-shelf notebook PC), it is feasible to
optimally solve channel assignment problems in small-scale
and medium-scale commercial multi-radio WMNs. In other
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words, approximation algorithms are not needed for most of
current commercial WMNs.
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1 Introduction

As a promising wireless broadband technology, wireless
mesh network (WMN) is considered one of the best so-
lutions for WLAN hot zone coverage [1, 2]. In practice,
due to the availability of low-priced radio network interface
cards (NICs), more and more commercial mesh routers are
equipped with multiple radios working on multiple channels
to improve network capacity [3, 4]. However, the number of
available wireless channels is quite limited. Therefore, how
to assign the limited available channels has become a very
important problem in the design and deployment of com-
mercial multi-radio wireless mesh networks.

In recent years, channel assignment problems in wire-
less mesh networks have been of great interest to both re-
searchers and engineers. A number of channel assignment
solutions have been proposed in the literature [5–22], in-
cluding dynamic and static/quasi-static approaches [5]. The
dynamic approaches [6–8] require channel switching at very
fast time scales (e.g., per packet or a handful of packets)
and hence require coordination and tight timing synchro-
nization between nodes. In addition, most of the dynamic
approaches also require specialized MAC protocols or mod-
ification of 802.11 MAC layer. Thus, they are not suitable
for use with available commodity hardware. In static/quasi-
static approaches [4, 9–13], the algorithms assign channels
permanently, or the static assignments can be changed when
there are infrequent and significant changes to traffic load or
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network topology. In quasi-static approaches, the channel-
switching delay and traffic measurement overheads are not
considered [5].

In addition to the solutions presented above, many joint
optimization solutions have been proposed recently [13–18].
The related works address various joint optimization prob-
lems of channel assignment and other design factors, such
as routing, topology control, scheduling, congestion control,
and media access control (MAC).

In addition, partially overlapping channels have been
used together with the non-overlapping channels in some
channel assignment approaches to further improve the net-
work capacity of MR-MC WMNs [16, 19–21]. Mohsenian
et al. [16] have proposed the use of partially overlapping
channels in their Joint Optimal Channel Assignment and
Congestion Control (JOCAC) algorithm. The authors have
further proposed the channel overlapping matrix and mutual
interference matrices to model the non-overlapping and par-
tially overlapping channels [19]. Mishra et al. [20] have for-
mally modeled the degree of overlap between partially over-
lapping channels. Naveed et al. [21] have used the model in
their work to take advantage of partially overlapping chan-
nels to further improve spatial reuse and enhance network
throughput.

In this paper, we focus on the problems of static/quasi-
static assignment of non-overlapping channels to links in the
multi-radio WMNs, considering the generality and feasibil-
ity in practical commercial networks. The main purpose of
our work is to study the complexity of determining the op-
timal channel assignment by exhaustive search and further
to find out whether it is feasible to optimally solve the prob-
lems in the simplest way in a given-scale commercial WMN.

In related work, several specific channel assignment
problems have been shown to be NP-hard [5, 9, 11, 22].
Raniwala et al. [11] prove the NP-hardness by reducing the
Multiple Subset Sum Problem [23] to the presented chan-
nel assignment problem. Based on the proof in [11], Das
et al. [22] show that the directional channel assignment
problem is also NP-hard, by breaking the single collision
domain used in [11] into smaller collision domains. Marina
and Das [9] prove that the channel assignment problem is
NP-complete, by showing that the channel assignment prob-
lem contains a known NP-complete problem, minimum edge
coloring, (also called minimum chromatic index) [24] as a
special case. Subramanian et al. [5] prove the NP-hardness
by showing that the channel assignment problem is basically
the known NP-hard problem Max K-cut problem [25] with
the added interface constraint.

It is worth noting that all of the proved NP-hard prob-
lems are specific channel assignment problems and hence
the proof can not be generalized to channel assignment
problems with different objectives or constraints. On the

other hand, the NP-hardness of channel assignment prob-
lems means that it is difficult to determine the optimal chan-
nel assignment in large-scale WMNs. For this reason, most
works focus on developing efficient approximation algo-
rithms that run reasonably fast and provide good quality
channel assignment rather than the optimal one. However,
in many existing small-scale and medium-scale commercial
WMNs, it is possible to identify the optimal channel as-
signment in a reasonable time. The key question is for net-
works of what scale it is feasible to do so? So far, although
a large number of channel assignment solutions have been
proposed, few efforts have been made to answer this signif-
icant question. This paper is an attempt to find out answers
to this question by theoretical analysis and practical experi-
ments. Our contributions are as follows:

– We study the complexity of pure channel assignment
problems in multi-radio WMNs, rather than the joint op-
timization problems [13–18]. Based on our analytical re-
sults, we estimate the theoretical runtime of determining
the optimal channel assignment by exhaustive search.

– We focus on the complexity of three general and typi-
cal channel assignment problems with certain basic and
common properties. Thus, the results of this work can be
applied to similar channel assignment problems.

– We design three exhaustive search-based algorithms to
optimally solve the corresponding channel assignment
problems and run the software in experiments. By com-
paring the theoretical runtime with experimental results
obtained in practical scenarios, we validate the theoreti-
cal estimation of runtime.

– We show that, given certain computing power (e.g., an
off-the-shelf notebook PC), it is feasible to determine the
optimal channel assignment in practical small-scale and
medium-scale commercial multi-radio WMNs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,
the problem formulation is described. In Sect. 3, the com-
plexity analysis of three channel assignment problems is
presented in detail. In Sect. 4, the theoretical runtime of
determining the optimal channel assignment by exhaustive
search is estimated. In Sect. 5, the theoretical result is vali-
dated by experiments and the feasibility of optimally assign-
ing channels in commercial WMNs is discussed. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2 Problem formulation

In commercial multi-radio WMNs, it is common to have
routers equipped with multiple wireless network interfaces
with a distinct channel assigned to each interface. The chan-
nel assignment problem, in essence, is to assign available
wireless channels to each wireless network interface, such
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that the network capacity is maximized. Both wireless net-
work interfaces and wireless links can be considered as the
basic channel assignment units [11, 16]. In our analysis, we
consider the bi-directional wireless link as the basic channel
assignment unit.

There are two types of traffic in WMNs: network-access
traffic between clients and their associated mesh router, and
backhaul traffic between mesh routers. In this study, we only
discuss the channel assignment problem for backhaul com-
munications and hence only the backhaul connections are
considered.

In this work, the network scales of commercial multi-
radio WMNs are classified as following three types accord-
ing to the number of bi-directional wireless links, denoted
by L.

– Small-scale multi-radio WMNs: L ≤ 20;
– Medium-scale multi-radio WMNs: 20 < L ≤ 100;
– Large-scale multi-radio WMNs: L > 100.

Assume that in a backhaul WMN consisting of N wire-
less mesh routers, there are L bi-directional wireless links
and C available non-overlapping channels. Given L and C,
the general channel assignment problem (G-CAP) is to as-
sign C different channels to L different links to optimize
a certain objective. In practice, link quality of the wireless
channel is unknown or uncertain in the early stage of net-
work design and deployment. Therefore, the practical chan-
nel assignment problem (P-CAP) does not take into account
different link qualities of different channels. If the optimiza-
tion objective of a P-CAP is to maximize network through-
put by minimizing aggregate interference between links,
then the P-CAP is referred to as an interference-minimizing
P-CAP (i-mP-CAP). In fact, most of the optimization objec-
tives in related works are equivalent to or can be converted
equivalently to the one minimizing aggregate interference.

Furthermore, we assume that the computation of the
value of the objective function requires polynomial time in
L for a given candidate Channel Assignment (CA). Thus the
complexity of channel assignment problems is determined
by the number of different candidate CAs, denoted by Nca .
The main purpose of our analysis presented in Sect. 3 is to
determine the different (Nca)s in the three aforementioned
channel assignment problems.

3 Complexity analysis

3.1 General Channel Assignment Problem (G-CAP)

Given L different links and C different channels, for the
lth(l = 1,2, . . . ,L) link, it is assigned one of the C chan-
nels. Once every link has been assigned a channel, one dis-
tinct candidate CA has been constructed.

Since the C channels are different from each other, there
are C choices for each link. Hence,

(Nca)G-CAP = C × C × · · · × C = CL. (1)

3.2 Practical Channel Assignment Problem (P-CAP)

As mentioned in Sect. 2, we do not take into account the
difference between link qualities of different channels in P-
CAP. So we define equivalent channels as follows.

Definition 1 Different channels with different frequencies
are equivalent if and only if the link qualities of the channels
are considered the same.

Since all the available channels are equivalent in P-CAP,
different CAs in G-CAP can become equivalent in P-CAP in
some cases. An example of two equivalent CAs is shown in
Table 1. Given four different links L1, L2, L3, L4, and three
channels CH1, CH2, CH3, two CAs are shown in Table 1.
Here, CA1 and CA2 are equivalent in P-CAP, while they are
considered different in G-CAP.

Given L different links and C equivalent channels, the
number of different candidate CAs can be determined by
using combinatorics.

Let L different links be L elements of a set and let
C equivalent channels be C indistinguishable boxes. The
P-CAP becomes a set partitioning problem, i.e., how to par-
tition a set of L elements into C indistinguishable boxes in
which no empty box is allowed. Therefore, the number of
different candidate CAs is equal to the number of partitions.

The number of different candidate CAs in P-CAP is:

(Nca)P -CAP =
Cu∑

k=1

S(L, k), (2)

where Cu is the maximum number of the distinct channels
that are used in one CA and it is given by

Cu = min(L,C). (3)

S(L, k) is the Stirling number of the second kind that counts
the number of partitions of a set of L elements into k in-
distinguishable boxes without an empty box [26]. For each
integer k with 0 ≤ k ≤ L,

S(L, k) = 1

k!
k∑

t=0

(−1)t
(

k

t

)
(k − t)L, (4)

Table 1 An example of channel assignments

Index L1 L2 L3 L4

CA1 CH1 CH2 CH3 CH1

CA2 CH2 CH1 CH3 CH2
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where
(

k
t

)
is the binomial coefficient and it is given by

(
k

t

)
= k!

t !(k − t)! . (5)

3.3 Interference-minimizing P-CAP (i-mP-CAP)

In i-mP-CAP, a smaller number of different candidate CAs
than (Nca)P -CAP can be obtained. Detailed analysis and de-
duction are presented as follows.

Lemma 1 Given L different links and C equivalent chan-
nels, for any CA using k − 1 distinct channels, a CA using
k distinct channels that achieves better performance can be
found, where 1 < k ≤ Cu.

Proof Let Li (i = 1,2, . . . ,L) be the L different links and
CHi (i = 1,2, . . . ,C) be the C equivalent but distinct chan-
nels. In any CA using k − 1 distinct channels, denoted by
CAk−1, the set consisting of above L links, denoted by L ,
can be partitioned into k − 1 non-overlapping subsets as fol-
lows.

L =
k−1⋃

i=1

Li = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk−1 and

Li ∩ Lj = ∅ for i �= j (i, j = 1,2, . . . , k − 1),

(6)

where the ith link subset Li corresponds to a distinct chan-
nel CHi (i = 1,2, . . . , k − 1). In other words, links in the
same subset Li are assigned to the same channel CHi , for
any i = 1,2, . . . , k − 1.

According to the definition of Cu given by (3) and the
condition provided in Lemma 1, we have

1 < k ≤ Cu ≤ L. (7)

Since k − 1 is smaller than L based on inequality (7), there
must be at least one subset that has at least two links accord-
ing to the Pigeonhole Principle [26]. Without losing gener-
ality, let Lm (1 ≤ m ≤ k − 1) be the subset and Lm can be
described as follows.

Lm = {Lm1, . . . ,Lms },
mi ∈ {1,2, . . . ,L} (i = 1,2, . . . , s), and

s = |Lm| ≥ 2,

(8)

where s is the size of link subset Lm.
Select randomly one link, say Lmq (1 ≤ q ≤ s), from Lm

and form another link subset Lk , i.e., Lk = {Lmq }. (Note
that, the changed Lm is denoted by L ′

m.) By assigning an
unused channel CHk to Lmq of Lk , we construct a new CA
using k distinct channels, denoted by CAk . In CAk , the link

set L is partitioned into k non-overlapping subsets as fol-
lows.

L =
k⋃

i=1

Li = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk−1 ∪ Lk and

Li ∩ Lj = ∅ for i �= j (i, j = 1,2, . . . , k − 1, k),

(9)

where Lk corresponds to the distinct channel CHk that has
not been used by former k − 1 link subsets.

Thus, the only difference between CAk−1 and CAk is the
channel assigned to Lmq , i.e., CHm in CAk−1 and CHk in
CAk , respectively. By introducing the unused channel CHk ,
CAk reduces the interference between Lmq of Lk and all
the links of L ′

m, while they share channel CHm as elements
of Lm in CAk−1. Meanwhile, the links of rest link subsets,
i.e., those except Lm in CAk−1, remain unchanged perfor-
mance. Therefore, CAk can achieve better performance than
CAk−1. �

Regarding Lemma 1 and its proof, the following two
points are worth noting:

– If different link qualities are taken into consideration for
different channels, it is not certain that CAk can achieve
better performance than CAk−1. When a new channel is
introduced, although it may reduce the interference, it is
possible that the link quality of the new channel is much
worse than that of the original one and fails to achieve
a better aggregate performance in terms of both the sub-
set and the whole network. Therefore, it is necessary for
Lemma 1 to have the prerequisite that all channels are
equivalent. In other words, Lemma 1 does not hold cer-
tainly for G-CAP, while it holds for i-mP-CAP.

– If the optimization objective is not equivalent to or can not
be converted equivalently to the one minimizing aggre-
gate interference, it is not certain that Lemma 1 holds. In
other words, Lemma 1 does not hold certainly for P-CAP,
while it holds for i-mP-CAP.

Based on Lemma 1, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 1 Given L different links and C equivalent chan-
nels, the optimal CA must use Cu distinct channels.

Proof The number of different candidate CAs is given
by (2). For the kth (k = 1,2, . . . ,Cu) CA, k different chan-
nels are assigned to the L links.

If it is assumed that the optimal CA, denoted by CAc,
has used c distinct channels and c is smaller than Cu, by
Lemma 1, the CA using c + 1 distinct channels achieves
better performance. Thus CAc is not the optimal, which con-
tradicts the assumption that the optimal CA has used c < Cu

distinct channels. �
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Table 2 Complexity of channel assignment problems

CAPs Number of Different Candidate CAs

G-CAP (Nca)G-CAP = CL

P-CAP (Nca)P -CAP = ∑Cu

k=1 S(L, k)

i-mP-CAP (Nca)i-mP -CAP =
{

1, L ≤ C

S(L,C), L > C

Table 3 A numerical example of complexity (C = 3)

L 4 5 6 7 8 9 · · ·

(Nca)G-CAP 81 243 729 2187 6561 19683 · · ·
(Nca)P -CAP 14 41 122 365 1094 3281 · · ·
(Nca)i-mP -CAP 6 25 90 301 966 3025 · · ·

By Theorem 1 and the definition of Cu in (3), the number
of different candidate CAs in the i-mP-CAP is:

(Nca)i-mP -CAP = S(L,Cu) =
{
S(L,L) = 1, L ≤ C,

S(L,C), L > C.

(10)

3.4 Complexity comparison

The complexity of channel assignment problems in terms of
the number of different candidate CAs is summarized in Ta-
ble 2. Here, S(L, k) and S(L,C) can be determined by (4).
Assuming that three orthogonal channels are available for
assignment, a numerical example is given in Table 3.

As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the complexity is exponen-
tial in the number of wireless links. Moreover, the Nca in
the P-CAP and i-mP-CAP is much smaller than that in the
G-CAP, especially when the number of wireless links be-
comes larger.

4 Theoretical runtime

In this section, we first deduce the formula for estimating
the theoretical runtime of determining the optimal CA by
exhaustive search. Then, we present an example in a practi-
cal scenario with specific estimation results provided.

4.1 Theoretical estimation

It is necessary to specify the optimization objective of a
channel assignment problem before estimating the runtime
of determining the optimal CA. According to the definitions
of G-CAP and P-CAP, both of them have no limitation on
the optimization objective. Hence, we employ the one of i-
mP-CAP for all the three problems, so that we can compare

the problems fairly in terms of the runtime. In other words,
we assumed that the optimization objective is to minimize
aggregate interference between links.

Regarding a given candidate CA, for each of the L links,
interference from other O(L) links is calculated to deter-
mine the corresponding aggregate interference of the CA.
Here, O(L) means that the upper bound on the number of
interfering links for each link is equal to L. On the other
hand, let K be the time to calculate the interference between
two links. Given the computing power, K is a constant and
can be determined by tests. So the constant K represents the
given computing power in this work. Then, for one candi-
date CA, the time cost to calculate the objective function is
given by KLO(L), which is a second degree polynomial
function of L, denoted by O(L2). Thus, we assume reason-
ably that the runtime for one candidate CA is KL2.

Furthermore, we find out the optimal CA by using an ex-
haustive search of all candidate CAs. Hence, according to
the (Nca)’s determined in Sect. 3 (see Table 2), the theo-
retical runtime of determining the optimal CA in aforemen-
tioned channel assignment problems is:

T (K,L,C) = KL2 · Nca(L,C). (11)

4.2 An example

In this example, we consider a practical scenario in which
the optimal CA is computed on an off-the-shelf HP note-
book PC. The related system configuration information of
the notebook is presented as follows:

– Processor: Intel Core Duo T2300E (1.66 GHz, 667 MHz
FSB, 2 MB L2 cache);

– Memory: 2 × 512MB DDR2 SDRAM.

As the computing power in this work, K is deter-
mined by testing the real time cost to calculate the inter-
ference between two links. After running the calculation for
100000 times, we obtain the average value of K as 1.7 μs.
Meanwhile, assuming three orthogonal channels are avail-
able for assignment, C is equal to 3. This assumption is rea-
sonable because there are only three orthogonal channels in
the widely used 802.11b/g bands according to IEEE 802.11
standards. Thus the formula given in (11) can be rewritten
as:

T (L) = KL2 · Nca(L). (12)

Based on the formula given in (12), we show a graph
of the theoretical runtime (i.e., T ) versus number of bi-
directional wireless links (i.e., L) in Fig. 1.

We observe in Fig. 1 that the runtime of computing the
optimal CA by exhaustive search grows exponentially with
increasing number of links. On the other hand, for the same
increment of number of links, the runtime in G-CAP in-
creases much more than that in P-CAP and i-mP-CAP.
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Fig. 1 The theoretical runtime

5 Experiment and feasibility discussion

5.1 Experimental validation

Besides the main factors (i.e., K , L, and C) mentioned in
Sect. 4, the real runtime cost to determine the optimal CA
in practice is also affected by details of specific software de-
sign, although the core algorithm is the same (i.e., exhaus-
tive search). Meanwhile, it is impossible for the theoretical
estimation to take into account all details of software design.
Hence, it is necessary to validate the theoretical results pre-
sented in Sect. 4 by experiments in the practical scenario.

Based on the Channel Assignment Tool (CAT) for multi-
radio multi-channel WMNs [12], we design three exhaus-
tive search-based algorithms to solve three corresponding
channel assignment problems, i.e., G-CAP, P-CAP, and i-
mP-CAP, respectively. The optimal performance of the opti-
mal CA given by CAT is verified in our previous work [12].
In this section, we focus on the real runtime of determining
the optimal CA in above three problems by using the CAT
with above three algorithms. After being compared with the
experimental runtime, the theoretical estimation results can
be validated.

We do the experiment in the same practical scenario as
that in the example presented in Sect. 4.2. Specifically, we
run the software CAT on the same HP notebook PC. Besides,
the number of orthogonal channels available for assignment
(i.e., C) is also set as 3.

After running the CAT to optimally solve aforementioned
channel assignment problems, we record the real experimen-
tal runtime. The graph of the experimental runtime versus
number of bi-directional wireless links is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 The experimental runtime

By comparing the theoretical runtime and experimental
results shown in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively, we make the
following observations.

– The theoretical results and experimental ones are identical
in the relative values of the runtime in above three channel
assignment problems, which can be given by TG-CAP >

TP -CAP > Ti-mP -CAP .
– Considering each problem separately, the theoretical run-

time and experimental results are close to each other. With
the growth of network scale, the incremental trend of the
runtime in theory is consistent with that in the experi-
ment.

Thus, by experiments in the practical scenario, we vali-
date the theoretical estimation of runtime cost to determine
the optimal CA in channel assignment problems.

5.2 Feasibility discussion

According to above analysis and validation, we show that
the runtime of optimally solving G-CAP grows much faster
than that in P-CAP and i-mP-CAP when the number of wire-
less links increases. Regarding all aforementioned channel
assignment problems, the runtime is in practice too long,
even when the network scale is not very large due to the ex-
haustive search algorithm. Hence, approximation algorithms
are indispensable to channel assignment problems in large-
scale wireless mesh networks.

However, we also show that, given certain computing
power (e.g., an off-the-shelf notebook PC), it is feasible to
determine the optimal CA by exhaustive search for practi-
cal commercial small-scale and certain medium-scale mesh
networks. Taking the experiment described in this section
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as an example, the cost runtime in P-CAP and i-mP-CAP is
in practice acceptable when the number of wireless links is
less than twenty. Here, the wireless link is considered as the
basic channel assignment unit. But the real basic channel as-
signment unit often includes several wireless links in practi-
cal WMNs, due to the channel dependency among the links
that share a common interface in a mesh router [10, 15]. For
example, the Channel Shared Radio Subset (CSRS) defined
in [12] is a typical practical basic channel assignment unit,
which can be determined by the constraints resulting from
aforementioned channel dependency. Hence, the number of
real assignment unit is in general much less than the number
of wireless links. Given the computing power of an ordinary
notebook PC with the configuration described in Sect. 4, it is
feasible to determine the optimal CA by exhaustive search
in commercial medium-scale WMNs as long as the num-
ber of the real basic channel assignment unit is less than
twenty.

So it is not necessary to design approximation algorithms
to provide non-optimal CA for commercial small/medium-
scale WMNs. Given certain computing power and network
information, we can make a useful judgment in advance by
taking the method of theoretical estimation that is presented
in this paper.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we study the complexity of three types of chan-
nel assignment problems in commercial multi-radio wire-
less mesh networks. Based on our analytical results, we
estimate the theoretical runtime of determining the opti-
mal channel assignment by exhaustive search and validate
it through experiments in practical scenarios. We show that,
given certain computing power, it is feasible to optimally
solve channel assignment problems in practical small-scale
and medium-scale commercial multi-radio wireless mesh
networks, while approximation algorithms are indispensable
in large-scale mesh networks. The results presented in this
paper expose fundamental channel assignment problems and
provide guidelines for the algorithm design and network
planning in commercial wireless mesh networks.
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